
Mecatron 960 ~ 1260 machine's features: 

 

1. 

Machine's structure to use the Brass pipes, it don't worry about 

the pipes broken and service in the future and damage Turcite 

"B" to cause the accuracy problem. 

2. One Unit Bearing Casting bracket on Mecatron Machine.  It 

combined the saddle together for heavy structure (even if the 

saddle more wide, but don't combine together, it don't be 

powerful enough. The combine together will be more double 



powerful). 

3. 

 

The Z axis also for one unit casting bearing bracket.  Also you 

will see from the picture, the Column button combine the 

casting together special for heavy structure, then second 

reason if one day the counterweight fall down, it also protect  

the Y axis motor.  No maker do this kind the design. 

4.  



 

Heavy Column design on the Mecatron.  Some maker only on 

the straight column design.  Our heavy column will support 

the headstock for more long time accuracy cutting. 

5.  



 

The lubrication pipes jointer used pressure jointer on the 

Mecatron machine.  So if any oil dust to let the oil pipes had 

problem.  The jointer will give alarm message on PLC, so it 

don't damage the machine.  Otherwise, on the no oil situation 

still run the machine for more some hours, the machine must 

repair for Turcite "B" and possible scrape accuracy again. 

6. 

 

 



 

The integrally formed motor seat on Mecatron Machine, this 

kind the motor seat can be Concentric Circles for the Motor 

shift and ball screw.  So it will be keep the ball screw long life 

and more accuracy on the ball screw.  

7. 

 

All easy setting for the DNC connecting and design together on 

the Mecatron Machine.   

8. 



 

The Pre-tensioned ball screw on the Mecatron machine. 

We do the ball screw end side the pre-loading.  So when the 

ball screw for the running long time on the heating situation 

will be also more stability. 

9. 

 

The oil and water Separating System from Mecatron machine.  

It is for the simple design but very useful collect the oil. 



10. 

 

  

The Brass pipes on the Mecatron Machine and very clear, 

beautiful design.  Even if on the "Turcite" for the oil keep on 

the slideway.  It also very clear, beautiful.  Special mention 

the one unit casting the ball screw Nut design. It can let the 

machine's structure more Rigidity and Stability.  

11. 



 

The Brass pipes and clear, beautiful design for easy service 

future.  The lubrication protection on the left side for the good 

protect situation.   

11. 

 



   

The Coolant Ring design for the easy clear out the chips under  

cutting time.    

12. 

 

 

The machine's Air gun, Water gun for easy clear the chips 

design.  The left side tools bracket setting for customer can 

put the tools.   

 

13. 



 

The working parts cutting on each machine before shipment to 

let the customer know all the accuracy cutting. 

 


